CONFECTIONARY
Packaging technology
boosts throughput and supports
quality and consistency

Cereal bars see serial production in compact, easy to operate robotic
secondary packaging technology
To conquer new markets or grow market
share you need new and interesting products. But behind this simple mantra lies
a requirement for investment in terms of
time, money and skills, in order to satisfy
these growing market demands.
It was this need that prompted a South
African confectionary company to invest in
new secondary packaging technology that
would allow it to increase total production
output based on the new cereal bar line it
had created. The company had a number of
options, but eventually opted for an IF 316
from leading global secondary packaging
machine builder Cama Group.
According to Lars Fröhlich, Managing Director of USS Pactech (Pty), Cama’s agent who
covers South Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa:
“The customer chose the IF 316 for a num-

ber of reasons in addition to its impressive
operational capabilities. As well as having
a reduced footprint, which is essential in
areas where factory real estate is restricted,
the machine also helps the operators by
giving them high accessibility and simple
operation. The decision to opt for Cama was
also reinforced by our ability to deliver comprehensive local assistance with our highly
trained engineers.”
Setting standards
The IF 316 – specifically a monoblock loading unit with integral RB 590 robot, forming
and box closing machine – is part of Cama’s
new Breakthrough Generation (BTG), which
is setting the global standard in secondary packaging. The BTG machines comprise
modular, scalable frameworks that offer
easy entry and access, coupled to a hygienic

further benefits in terms of accessibility for
maintenance tasks.
“The machine is set up for the secondary
packaging of flow-packed snacks bars, but
it can be adapted to pack other kinds of
products and can be easily integrated in a
packaging line just before the palletising
station,” explains Fröhlich. “The IF 318 also
features a so-called ‘no hollow-body’ structure, which means that there are no closed
off or hard-to-reach cavities, as their frames
have open or opening parts.”

machine design. Within this framework, contemporary automation solutions, including advanced
rotary and linear servo technology, are tightly
coupled to in-house-developed robotics, to deliver
the all-important flexibility and adaptability required by modern packaging operations.
This machine is designed and built by Cama in accordance with its cabinet-free designing concept.
As a result, the IF316 integrates the electrical and
pneumatic components control cabinets into the
machine corner pedestals, which helps to minimise cabling and allows the placement of the motion controls close to the moving parts, providing

Precision packaging
In operation, products arrive in single lane
and are spaced by special accelerating
conveyors before being positioned individually into fixed pockets on a double-belt conveyor
driven by brushless motors. Each pocket is moved
intermittently based on the loading pitch until a
pre-set ‘train’ of products is obtained ready for
transfer to the loading station. Continuous operation achieved by deploying two trains of pockets
– each fixed to its relevant independent toothed
belt – and alternating the product introduction into
pockets and their transfer to the loading station.
The collated products are then picked up by a
two-axis robot with a specialised gripper and are
loaded into the boxes (which have been previ-

ously formed by an integrated electronic erector)
and phased to the loading area. After loading, the
boxes are transferred to the next station, where
an integrated electronic closing machine folds and
glues the lid. The loaded and closed boxes are
then transferred to the loading unit outfeed.
“In addition to its high uptime and compact
dimensions, the IF 316 also delivers reduced
changeover times for both the former and the
robots, where the motion parameters can be reset
in just a few minutes,” Fröhlich adds. “This level of
flexibility is essential. Agility coupled to maximum
efficiency are especially important in the packaging phase, where as well as product variations,
packaging can also change seasonally or in line
with promotional activities. Packaging technology has to adapt to what the market needs, and
very quickly. Companies simply cannot afford to
reinvest in new technology every time there is a
market swing, hence the need for highly flexible,
multi-capability packaging solutions.”
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